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           Hour_______ 

    
GET ACQUAINTED WITH YOUR TEXT 

 
Name of Class ______________________ Title of Text _________________________  
 
Author(s)____________________________ Copyright Date ______________________   
 
Table of Contents: 
 

How many units does your text have? __________________  
 

Which unit seems most interesting to you? _______________________  
 

Each unit is divided into chapters, turn to the first page of any chapter. You should see 
some key concepts there - read them - what is their purpose? 

___________________________________________________________ 

Page through the chapter, are the chapters divided into sections?__________ 

How?_______________________________________________________ 

Each section is divided by numbers that identify points. What is the title of Section 8-1 

__________________________________________________________________ 

Could you use these divisions to help you take notes/outline __________ 
 

Some words are in dark (boldface) print, Why?_________________________________ 
 
 

Your text has over 1000 illustrations to help explain and emphasize ideas and give examples. 
Turn to page 479, just by examining the pictures what is the chapter about? 

 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
Occasionally, a picture of a key appears within the text. Find a key and list the page 

number___________And what information does it want you to know?_____________ 
 
____________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
 



Assessment: 
 
At the end of each chapter is found a section called "Go Online". Examine the end of 

Chapter 36. What is the website you should visit?________________________ 
 
  How will this website help you?_____________ ________________________ 

 
There is a section titled Performance-Based Assessment. What activities are there 
 
 for Chapter 8?__________________________________________________ 

 
Appendices: 
 
 What page do you find Appendix A?_____ 
 
  What important information does it contain?_____________________________ 
 
  ______________________________________________________________  
 
 What page do you find Appendix B?_____ 
 
  What important information does it contain?_____________________________ 
 
 What page do you find Appendix C?_____  
 
  What important information does it contain?_____________________________ 
 
 What page do you find Appendix D?_____ 
  
  What important information does it contain?_____________________________ 
 
 What page do you find Appendix E?_____ 
 
  What important information does it contain?____________________________ 
 
 What page do you find Appendix F?_____ 
 
  What important information does it contain?_____________________________ 
             
 What page do you find Appendix G?_____  
 
  What important information does it contain?____________________________ 
 
 
 



 
  
Glossary: 
 
This section contains the definitions of the following words: 
 
Pedigree_______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Basidium_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Index: 
 
This section gives you the quick location of information or names used in this book. List the page 
numbers where you would find information about: 
 
  appendicular skeleton__________________________________________ 
 
  feathers_____________________________________________  
 
List the page number(s) where you would find a picture or illustration of: 
 
  Calvin cycle_________________________________________________  
 
  sea star_________________________________________________  
 
  Draw a lychee nut below. (Fruit type) 


